
CASE STUDY 

Prepared by Global CiTizens

THE STAKEHOLDERS

R300,000.≈ 

The cost of training employees for positions

which require working at high elevations is 

Workers found to be incapable of working at heights after training are

then moved to another part of the company.  

Employees are not evaluated on their fear
of heights until after they are trained, due

to safety hazards.  

THE APPROACH

THE PROCESS

THE ISSUE

FEAR OF HEIGHTS

TAKEAWAYS

VR is a tool for real life applications and not just entertainment games. 

Approach of using interactive media is not only safer, but also a money saver.

The largest steel producer in
the African continent, and

a leader in many major global
markets. Placing the employee in a virtual world

to perform the test eliminates the safety

hazards associated with previous methods. 

A virtual reality experience paired with 4D
features is created to test users ability to work

at heights.  

A South African animation
and game studio that focuses

on creating interactive media

that moves people. 

ArcelorMittal needs a new way to test for a fear of heights.

This experience also reduces ArcelorMittal's

cost of transferring employees that are

afraid of heights to other divisions. 

The project pays itself
off in days after just a
few employees are

screened.

Fear of Heights costs
about R900,000 to
create and takes 6

months to fully develop. 

There are multiple periods
of testing and feedback
from both ArcelorMittal

and Sea Monster.   

The partners have an
initial kick off meeting

where the executives are
convinced and the main
objective is explored and

agreed upon. 

ArcelorMittal executives
are reluctant to

consider a VR approach
for testing employees.  

LMRG, a partner of
ArcelorMittal, suggests

Sea Monster as a solution
to their training problem
based on previous work

with the studio.  

ArcelorMittal pairs 4D
elements - a moving

platform and simulated
wind - to Sea Monster's

VR simulation. 


